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Qubit coherence times for superconducting qubits have greatly improved over time. Moreover,
small logical qubit architectures using engineered dissipation have shown great promise for further
improvements in the coherence of a logical qubit manifold comprised of few physical qubits. Nev-
ertheless, optimal working parameters for small logical qubits are generally not well understood.
This work presents several approaches to finding preferential parameter configurations by looking
at three different cases of increasing complexity. We begin by looking at state stabilization of a
single qubit using dissipation via coupling to a lossy object. We look at the limiting factors in this
approach to error correction, and how we address those by numerically optimizing the parametric
coupling strength with the lossy object having an effective time-varying dissipation rate - we call
this a pulse-reset cycle. We then translate this approach to more efficient state stabilization to an
abstracted three-qubit flip code, and end by looking at the Very Small Logical Qubit (VSLQ) [1]. By
using these techniques, we can further increase logical state lifetimes for different architectures. We
show significant advantages in using a pulse-reset cycle over numerically optimized, fixed parameter
spaces.
I. INTRODUCTION
Error correction via the encoding of logical qubits us-
ing multiple physical qubits is a very promising route
towards fault-tolerant quantum computation [2]. While
topolgical stabilizer codes like the surface code are a great
way of achieving error correciton, they also require many
physical qubits to encode a single logical qubit. For a
distance-3 surface code, one logical qubit is encoded us-
ing 17 physical qubits [2]. Concurrently, research using
engineered dissipation for stabilizing quantum states has
been growing [3–6]. Some prominent examples are cat
codes [7–18], having already exceeded break-even [12],
and the Very Small Logical Qubit (VSLQ) [1] where a
logical qubit is encoded using only 4 physical qubits -
coupling 2 high coherence qubits each with 2 lossy qubits
or resonators.
The goal of this paper is to better characterize and un-
derstand the limiting error channels in passive error cor-
rection, and address them with a pulse-reset technique.
We address this with a numerically optimized, time-
parameterized coupling strength with a time-varying
lossy object. In the next section, we talk about how the
use of quantum noise as engineered dissipation aids in
the stabilization of a quantum state, which is the funda-
mental mechanism by which these small logical devices
achieve passive error correction. We then discuss the
limiting error syndrome induced by the error correction
mechanism itself, whereby the coupling strength between
the high coherence and the lossy qubits may induce off-
resonant transitions into unwanted leakage states. To
minimize this effect, we introduce techniques borrowed
from gate optimization by numerically optimizing a para-
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metric, time-varying coupling strength, and qubit reset
protocols that allow the lossy qubit enough time to reset
as shown in Fig. 1 [19–22].
We begin by looking at the simplest, idealized scenario
of a single high coherence, three level qubit device with
an unwanted leakage state, coupled to a single lossy qubit
or oscillator to understand the stabilization mechanism
and the limiting error. The time-parameterized numer-
ical optimization and the qubit reset protocols show a
very clear advantage over a standard, fixed coupling pa-
rameter space for single qubit device state stabilization.
This is done without assuming any specific architecture,
the only criteria being having the ability to couple two
qubit devices with strong coupling manipulation, and ef-
ficiently inducing qubit reset. To show the practicality of
these techniques, we generalize its use on a three qubit
flip code, in which we look at how to optimize passive cor-
rection of a qubit flip error syndrome. Having shown the
improvement from using these techniques, we proceed to
the more complex VSLQ, where applying these methods
gives us a better performance over numerically optimiz-
ing the individual parameters in the system Hamiltonian.
II. SINGLE QUBIT STABILIZATION
A. System
For a more thorough explanation on using engineered
dissipation, we direct the reader to a full review on the
subject [3]. As a very simple, idealized example, we look
at a case similar to [23]. Consider a single high coherence
qubit device coupled to a single lossy qubit or resonator.
Here, we consider the high coherence qubit device to be
a three-level system with a nonlinearity δ, and the lossy
resonator to be a two-level system, as shown in Fig. 2(a).
For this example, our only focus is to stabilize a sin-
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2FIG. 1. Scheme for the pulse-reset cycles. We denote the
coupling duration as tp (green), in which the qubit and res-
onator are coupled using an optimized pulse shape. The reset
cycle, tr (red), is determined using a simple scan over differ-
ent values to determine what gives the lowest residual error
rate for each different T1. During tp we set Γr = Γq and
Ω = Ωopt(t), while during tr we have Γr  Γq and Ω = 0.
It is assumed that qubit reset protocols, such as the one de-
scribed in [19], can be performed efficiently, giving us an ef-
fective Γr  Γq.
gle, excited state for the high coherence qubit device in
the computational basis. However, engineered dissipa-
tion can be used to stabilize an arbitrary state along any
axis on the Bloch sphere, as described in [24].
We will refer to the high coherence qubit device as the
primary qubit, and the ancilla as just a resonator. We
can write the rotating wave Hamiltonian of this system
H = −δP 2q + Ω
(
aqar + a
†
qa
†
r
)
. (1)
Here, P 2q is the projector operator |2q〉〈2q| onto the leak-
age state of the qubit, and Ω is the coupling strength
between the qubit and resonator.
In the event of a photon loss in the qubit, |1q0r〉 →
|0q0r〉, the coupled drive will excite both the qubit and
resonator into their first excited states, |0q0r〉 → |1q1r〉,
after which the lossiness of the resonator will bring us
back to the initial desired state, |1q1r〉 → |1q0r〉. The
important conditions here are: 1. Γq  Γr, meaning
the lossy resonator can quickly decay back to its ground
state, bringing the entire system back to the inital state
|1q0r〉, and; 2. δ  Ω, this prevents any unwanted transi-
tions into the primary qubit leakage state induced by the
coupling with the resonator. While this scheme proves
very efficient in achieving passive error correction, it is
the error correction mechanism itself that presents a lim-
iting factor [25]. To that end, we explore the effects that
time-parameterizing the coupling strength into pulses has
on the state stabilization performance.
B. Results
Put simply, this means we let Ω → Ωx(t),Ωy(t) as in
Fig. 2(b), where
Ωx,y (t) =
N∑
n=1
cx,yn sin (npit/tp) , (2)
and Ωy(t) corresponds to the coupling of the term
i
(
a†qa
†
r − aqar
)
, borrowing gate optimization techniques
from [26], where we use a gradient ascent numerical op-
timization over the cx,yn coefficients for pulse shaping the
time-parameterized coupling strength. By letting c1 be
some initial amplitude, and all other cn 6=1 = 0, we find
the optimized fidelity of the operation |00〉 → |11〉 so as
to maximize the target state transition, while minimizing
off-resonant transitions into the leakage state induced by
the coupling itself. This is evident in Fig. 2(c), where we
can see the dips in the fidelity tracking for |10〉 → |10〉
and |10〉 → |21〉 (orange and green, respectively).
In addition to optimizing the pulse shape of the cou-
pling strength, we use alternating pulse-reset cycles in
which the blue-sideband coupling strength is determined
by the optimized pulse shapes during the coupling cy-
cles. During the reset cycles, the coupling strength is
completely turned off while increasing the resonator de-
cay rate so as to allow the resonator to reset back to its
ground state. This effective, induced resonator reset can
be achieved with techniques described in [19]. For sim-
plicity of simulation, we assume that this reset protocol
can be achieved with high-fidelity and treat the decay
rate as time-varying, which is high during the reset cy-
cle and low during a coupling cycle (Fig. 1). The results
of the residual error rate scaling using constant coupling
strength versus optimized time-varying coupling strength
and reset cycles are summarized in Fig. 3. While we do
see a much improved scaling ∝ T−0.811 , it is still short of
the theoretical optimal ∝ T−11 [25]. However, given ex-
perimental limitations, this improvement is highly desir-
able over the asymptotically fixed coupling strength error
scaling ∝ T−1/21 , which is especially evident for short T1.
For our comparisons, we let T1 → T1(Ω,ΓS), where each
different T1 has a gradient-ascent optimized parameter
space.
We draw attention to the shape of the Ωy(t) pulse that
comes out of the gradient ascent search. From Fig. 4, we
see that the oscillatory behaviour changes for different
nonlinearity δ. Indeed, from Fig. 2(a) it is clear that
having a larger nonlinearity reduces the probability for
off-resonant transitions into the leakage state induced by
the coupling strength. For δ = 2pi × {200, 350} MHz, we
see that the frequency of this Ωy(t) counterterm strength
is exactly 200 and 350 MHz, respectively, and about 100
MHz for δ = 2pi×100 MHz. This opens up the possibility
of a more general use of oscillatory counterterms in driven
fields for state stabilization, and further research will be
required to understand this phenomenon.
3FIG. 2. A high coherence qubit coupled to a lossy qubit or resonator with a coupling strength Ω. (a) An energy level diagram
of the system. The protocol follows a photon loss in the primary qubit (1), followed by the coupled excitation of both qubit
and resonator at strength Ω (2), and finally the relaxation of the resonator (3). (b) Optimized pulse shape for the operation
|00〉 → |11〉 from a gradient ascent optimization. We let N = 20 in Eq. 2, and initialize cx1 = 120 MHz, cxn 6=1 = 0 MHz,
and all cyn = 0, letting them vary by  until we achieve a target state fidelity of 0.9989. All photon loss is turned off in this
optimiziation, with the goal of trying to minimize errors induced by this mechanism itself. (c) We track the fidelities of the
transitions |00〉 → |11〉 (blue), |10〉 → |10〉 (orange), and |10〉 → |21〉 (green) from the qubit-resonator coupling. The goal
being to excite both qubit and resonator in the event of a photon loss, leaving the target state unchanged while minimizing
off-resonant transitions into the leagake state.
FIG. 3. Residual error rate scaling with T1. We use individ-
ually preferred tr for each T1, and the same optimized Ωopt(t)
(Fig. 2(b)). We report a residual error scaling ∝ T−0.811 , com-
pared to T−0.691 using constant coupling.
III. THREE QUBIT FLIP CODE
A. System
The single qubit case we just discussed is a very sim-
ple demonstration of the potential in using this time-
parameterized technique for state stabilization. We now
present the use of this technique in a more complex, yet
still abstracted, system - the three qubit flip code [27].
We consider a case proposed in [28] and [29] where we
FIG. 4. The effects of the Ωy(t) terms on off-resonant,
blue-sideband transitions for δ = 2pi × {100, 200, 350} MHz.
There is a clear correlation between the effective oscillating
counterterm and the size of δ. This is shown by tracking the
occupation of the target state |1q0r〉 (bottom plots), as well
as the leakage state |2q1r〉 in Fig. 2(c), having initialized in
the target state |1q0r〉.
have 6 total qubits, three high coherence qubits each cou-
pled to three lossy qubits, in a similar setup to [29]. We
can use the Jaynes-Cummings model to describe the ro-
tating frame Hamiltonian for this system, in which we
separate the Hamiltonian into three parts for the high
coherence qubits (denoted as the primary qubits Hamil-
tonian HP as in [3]), the lossy resonators HR, and the in-
teraction Hamiltonian for the coupling between the lossy
and high coherence qubits HPR. We have
4H = HP +HR +HPR,
HP = −J (σz1Pσz2P + σz2Pσz3P + σz1Pσz3P ) ,
HR = −2J
3∑
i=1
σziR, HPR = Ω
3∑
i=1
σxiP (σ
x
iR + σ
y
iR) ,
(3)
with J being the energy scale.
Again, we look at replacing Ω→ Ω(t) from Eq. 2, and
optimizing it with a gradient ascent. This system is singi-
ficantly different, however, in that it is more abstracted.
Rather than trying to correct photon losses in the pri-
mary qubits, we are addressing bit flip errors. With this
error syndrome, we effectively let the Lindblad operators
for the system be σx for the primary qubits and
{
a, a†
}
for the lossy qubits. Additionally, because we constrain
the system to bit flip operations instead of ladder oper-
ators as collapse operators for the primary quibts, and
to maintain a smaller Hilbert space, we only consider
the compuational space and ignore higher order leakage
states (|2〉 , |3〉 ...). Whereas for the single qubit system
we make use of optimized coupling strength pulse shapes
to perform a target operation with high fidelity while re-
ducing induced transitions into a leakage state, here we
will not have to consider the latter part. Nevertheless,
there is still a non-zero probability that off-resonant flips
can be induced, and so, this is a very useful example in
demonstrating passive, high fidelity, time parameterized
coupling strength for error correction.
While the idea is exactly the same as the single qubit
stabilization, there are some things to keep in mind that
change the outcome of our goal. For this particular sys-
tem, we are not trying to stabilize a single state but
rather a logical manifold. Namely,
|0L〉 ≡ |000〉 , |1L〉 ≡ |111〉
where in the flip code, the logical states are protected
against individual qubit errors by following the majority
vote (|100〉 ≡ |0L〉 and |011〉 ≡ |1L〉). Two flip errors
on physical qubits is a logical flip error. The goal of
applying this lossy coupling technique is, therefore, to
protect the logical states by passively undoing flip errors
corresponding to the appropriate parent logical state. So
we can’t simply just flip any |0〉 states to |1〉, rather the
target operations for Ωx(t) and Ωy(t) would be
|100〉P ⊗ |000〉R → |000〉P ⊗ |100〉R
|101〉P ⊗ |000〉R → |111〉P ⊗ |010〉R ,
(4)
where our time-dependet interaction Hamiltonian would
be
HPR =
3∑
i=1
σxiP (Ωx(t)σ
x
iR + Ωy(t)σ
y
iR) . (5)
Note from Eq. 4 that these operations are achieved by the
red- and blue-sideband couplings described in [24, 30].
FIG. 5. Results for the three qubit code using J = 2pi × 20
MHz and ΓR = 30 MHz. The optimized pulse shape for the
target operations in Eq. 4(a), as well as tracking the operation
fidelity (b). Note that the states in the legend are only the
primary qubits subspace. (c) Improvement factor TL/TE for
the states |000〉P and |111〉P , with increasing error times TE .
We emphasize that like the single qubit stabilization
example, this system is still idealized and abstracted.
A more thorough characterization that includes leakage
states would be needed for a more realistic demonstra-
tion of using a pulse-reset evolution with a qubit flip er-
ror syndrome. However, as we saw for the single qubit, it
is safe to assume that with a large enough nonlinearity,
and with the oscillating Ωy(t) counterterm having numer-
ically optimized a time-parameterized coupling strength,
we can reasonably exclude leakage transitions from our
simulations.
B. Results
We summarize the results for this system in Fig. 5.
The Ωy(t) pulse shape in Fig. 5(top left) does not have
the same oscillatory behavior as we saw for the single
qubit, which is consistent with our exclusion of a leakage
state and thus no nonlinearity to correlate to. Instead,
we see a pulse shape that is somewhat proprtional to
the time derivative of the Ωx(t) term, which is consistent
with what we would expect from the DRAG protocol in
gate optimization techniques [26]. While there are still
unwanted transitions out of the target logical state |000〉
during the pulse evolution, seen in Fig. 5(top right), we
still see a very good target operation (Eq. 4) fidelity of
1 − F < 10−6. The lifetime improvement for the states
|000〉P and |111〉P has a much better scaling for increas-
ing error times TE , seen in Fig. 5(bottom). This is still
5FIG. 6. A possible implementation of the logical qubit, sim-
ilar to [1]. The high coherence primary qubits are in blue
boxes, and the lossy resonators (or qubits) are in red boxes.
The rotating wave Hamiltonian (Eq. 6) achieved by modulat-
ing the flux drives in the diagram. We refer to the elements
of this circuit as shadow left and shadow right (Sl and Sr re-
spectively) for the lossy resonators, and simply left and right
(l and r) for the primary qubits.
not a linear scaling, indicative that there are other resid-
ual error rates that become dominant for larger TE , but
the improvement is very singificant over using individu-
ally optimized fixed coupling strengths.
IV. VSLQ
A simple yet effective architecture, the VSLQ shows
great promise in protecting a logical state against single
photon loss errors while supressing phase errors, all while
depending on fully available technology. Having shown
the applicability of this pulse-reset technique on a more
complicated system, we now apply it to a more realistic
implementation, the VSLQ [1, 3].
A. System
This circuit consists of two coupled high coherence
qubits each coupled to a lossy qubit or resonator, as
shown in Fig. 6. Following the derivation of the rotating
wave Hamiltonian from [1], and using the same notation,
we have H = HP +HS +HPS , with
HP = −WX˜lX˜r + δ
2
(
P 1l + P
1
r
)
HS =
(
W +
δ
2
)(
a†SlaSl + a
†
SraSr
)
HPS = Ω
(
a†l a
†
Sl + a
†
ra
†
Sr + H.c.
)
,
(6)
where δ is a nonlinearity, X˜k =
(
a†ka
†
k + akak
)
/
√
2, and
Pnk = |nk〉〈nk| , k = {l, r}. Here HP denotes the Hamil-
tonian for the primary qubits, where we only consider the
first three levels as the operating space and ignore higher
order states (|3〉 , |4〉 , ...) so as to reduce the size of the
Hilbert space and ease numerical simulations. HS is the
Hamiltonian for the ”shadow” resonators (blue and red
respectively in Fig. 6), with HPS the interaction Hamil-
tonian.
Using the eigenstates for Eq. 6, we can define a logical
manifold:
|0L〉 = 1√
2
(|0l〉+ |2l〉)⊗ 1√
2
(|0r〉+ |2r〉)⊗ |0Sl0Sr〉
|1L〉 = 1√
2
(|0l〉 − |2l〉)⊗ 1√
2
(|0r〉 − |2r〉)⊗ |0Sl0Sr〉 .
(7)
These states are passively protected against single-
photon losses by the blue-sideband coupling in HPS ,
which is only energetically preferred in the event of a
photon loss in one of the primary qubits, leading to long
lifetimes of the logical states. This is very similar the
blue-sideband coupling for the single qubit case shown
in Fig. 2(a). A major difference here is that instead of
trying to stabiize a single excited state, the goal is to sta-
blize these superposition states. So while a single photon
loss can take the system out of the logical manifold into
an error state
|Errl〉 = |1l〉 ⊗ 1√
2
(|0r〉 ± |2r〉)⊗ |0Sl0Sr〉 , (8)
transitions into this same exact state can be induced
by HPS . In addition to attempting to minimize these
unwanted transitions by Ω(t), we also need to consider
transitions into a higher order terms. This could make
the X˜ terms in HP maintain a state in the superposi-
tion |2〉 + |4〉, which would be a corresponding leakage
state. Moreover, accounting for higher excited states
means that we also must consider the possibility of the X˜
terms taking an error state |1〉 and taking it to a super-
position |1〉+ |3〉. However, given that such off-resonant
transitions are extremely unlikely due to increasing non-
linearities with increasing energy, for these simulations
we limit the primary qubits to three level systems, and
try to address the much higher probability transition
|0〉 + |2〉 → |1〉. We assume that it is significantly more
likely this error state will be corrected as opposed to find-
ing a higher order state.
The optimized pulse shape will correspond to the in-
teraction Hamiltonian
HPS = Ωx(t)
(
a†l a
†
Sl + a
†
ra
†
Sr + H.c.
)
+ Ωy(t)i
(
a†l a
†
Sl + a
†
ra
†
Sr −H.c.
)
,
just like we did for the single and three qubit cases, with
the same goal of having this pulse shape reduce changes
to our taarget logical states Eq. 7 and achieving the tar-
get operation
6FIG. 7. Results for the VSLQ. (a) Optimized Ωx(t) and
Ωy(t) pulse shapes. Again, we see Ωy(t) ∝ ddtΩx(t), giving us
a high fidelity target operation while leaving the target states
unchanged (b). We see the effects of lifetimes for XL eigen-
states and YL eigenstates (c), using definitions from [1]. Blue
and green are the improvement factors using fixed operating
parameters (Table. I) for the XL and YL eigenstates, respec-
tively, while orange and red are the improvement factors using
pulse-reset cycles.
|1l〉 ⊗ 1√
2
(|0r〉 ± |2r〉)⊗ |0Sl0Sr〉
→ 1√
2
(|0l〉+ |2l〉)⊗ 1√
2
(|0r〉+ |2r〉)⊗ |1Sl0Sr〉
with high fidelity. During the reset cycle, where ΓS 
ΓP , the lossy qubit returns to its ground state |1Sl0Sr〉 →
|0Sl0Sr〉, we are back to the logical manifold Eq. 7.
B. Results
These results using pulse-reset cycles are summarized
in Fig. 7, we compare these to results from running a gra-
dient ascent over the fixed parameter space {Ω, ωS ,ΓS},
summarized in Table. I. These fixed parameter results
are our benchmark in looking for an improvement from
our pulse-reset protocol.
Using the optimized pulse shapes for Ωx(t) and Ωy(t)
from Fig. 7(top left), we achieve an operation fidelity of
1 − F < 10−4, without any noticeable transitions out of
the target state |0L〉 (Fig. 7(top right)). We can see that
this technique does not show an inmprovement for the
long-time XL eigenstate lifetimes over using individually,
optimized fixed parameters (Fig. 7(bottom)). However,
the improvement in the lifetimes for the YL eigenstates is
FIG. 8. Short time evolution for the VSLQ XL eigenstates
(left) and YL eigenstates (right). We compare using fixed
parameters from Table. I versus using pulse-reset (flushed)
cycles for T1 = 30, 60 µs.
TABLE I. Gradient ascent results over the fixed parameter
space of the VSLQ with W = 2pi×35 MHz, and δ = 2pi×350
MHz. Note the lossy qubit energy approaches the energy from
Eq. 6, ωS = W + δ/2 = 2pi × 210 MHz.
T1 Ω ΓS ωS TX TY
µs 2pi×MHz MHz 2pi×MHz µs µs
5 2.94 24.66 209.75 117 66
10 2.15 18.40 209.83 353 189
15 1.81 15.32 209.90 675 350
20 1.59 13.26 209.92 1061 542
25 1.43 12.09 209.94 1514 762
30 1.31 11.09 209.95 2016 1005
35 1.22 10.30 209.96 2571 1271
40 1.14 9.67 209.96 3151 1553
45 1.08 9.15 209.96 3743 1846
50 1.02 8.73 209.97 4422 2168
55 0.98 8.38 209.97 5207 2524
60 0.93 8.04 209.97 5955 2879
very evident. Moreover, the pulse-reset evolution shows
a significant improvement over fixed parameters for short
time evolutions, as shown in Fig. 8. Here, we see that for
both XL and YL eigenstates, there is a very noticeable
advantage, which will prove significantly important for
gate operations on the device. In using Ω(t), we also
scan over different reset times for each T1, since each will
have a different probability of having a photon in the
lossy qubit after the pulse duration tp = 40 ns. The loss
rate for this lossy qubit is ΓS = 35 MHz for all different
T1 during the reset cycle, and again, ΓS = ΓP during the
pulse cycles.
A lack of improvement for the VSLQ logical state life-
times using this pulse-reset is indicative of not accounting
for different error channels. This is not the case for the
YL eigenstates, where we use the defitions from [1] to de-
fine YL = iXLZL, with XL = X˜l or X˜r, and ZL = Z˜lZ˜r
with Z˜k = P
2
k −P 0k . We see in Fig. 7(bottom) that there
is a clear advantage in the YL lifetimes using pulse-reset
cycles over fixed operating parameters. While we still
expected to see an advantage for the XL eigenstates as
well, we may be seeing these results because the YL eigen-
states are sensitive to more error channels than the XL
7eigenstates.
To see this more clearly, consider the XL eigenstate
|0L〉 from Eq. 7 undergoing a photon loss in the left qubit,
taking the system to the error state Eq. 8. As previously
explained, this state can then either be corrected back
to the logical manifold, or undergo a second photon loss
with lower probability on either qubit. In the event of
a second photon loss occurring in the right qubit, then
the system will be taken to the |1l1r0Sl0Sr〉 state, which
is uncorrectable with passive error correction having lost
all information from the original state. This is considered
a leakage state for the VSLQ. However, if the second
photon loss occurs in the left qubit, then this can take
the system to either state:
|ψ1〉 = 1√
2
(|0l〉 − |2l〉)⊗ 1√
2
(|0r〉+ |2r〉)⊗ |0Sl0Sr〉 , or
|ψ2〉 = 1√
2
(|0l〉+ |2l〉)⊗ 1√
2
(|0r〉+ |2r〉)⊗ |0Sl0Sr〉 .
Having started in |0L〉, the first possible outcome from
a second loss in the left qubit is an error for any state,
while the second is just |0L〉, and is therefore not seen as
an XL eigenstate error. However, this last photon loss
channel is an error channel for a YL eigesntate. And so,
this may be why using an optimized target operation for
this passive mechanism shows a significant improvement
in the YL lifetimes, but not for the XL lifetimes.
A more thorough understanding of the error channels
expereienced by this system and occupation of higher
order states will be needed for future studies. Never-
theless, we note that the short time performance of the
pulse-reset evolution still outperforms a fixed parameter
evolution for any state, as seen in Fig. 8. This suggests a
very practical use case for short time applications. Imple-
menting dissipative engineering in digital error correction
codes is a very attractive prospect, where in the case of
the Surface Code, each error correction cycle consists of
repeated measurement and resetting in short time peri-
ods. Using the advantage in the short time behavior of
the pulse-reset cycle, and a proposed scheme for gates
in small logical qubits ([31]), would provide a very rel-
evant improvement in gate fidelity and error detection
by incorporating small logical qubits with digital codes.
This suggests a much more dramatic improvement in long
term error correction than is suggested in Fig. 7. Explor-
ing this further will be the focus of future work.
V. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated the use of time-parameterized
coupling strength and time-varying loss rates in engi-
neered dissipation for higher fidelity state stabilization
using alternating pulse cycles and reset times as shown
in Fig. 1. This showed very noticeable advantages for
an idealized single qubit stabilization scheme and for a
more complex bit-flip error correction code. However,
for the VSLQ we saw a mixture of results, where the
pulse-reset evolutions showed very clear advantage for
the VSLQ eigenstates over short time evolutions, while
not so much for the long-time evolutions of the VSLQ’s
XL eigenstates. Morevover, we did see a clear advan-
tage in prolonging the logical lifetimes of YL eigenstates,
all of which is a great showcase for the use of this tech-
nique for a promising architecture, especially with gate
implementations.
Nevertheless, while using passive error correction
achieves singificantly longer lifetimes over their compo-
nent qubits for superconducting architectures, it comes
at the cost of increasing complexity. This is something
that will need to be carefully characterized for further
implementations of small logical qubits in larger quan-
tum computing systems, since physically implementing
2-qubit gates for small logical qubits will in itself be a
complex task. However, as mentioned above, using nu-
merical pulse-shaping for optimized targeted operations
could be used to convert leakage errors into logical er-
rors, which are then correctable with dissipative engi-
neering. In the example of the VSLQ, having a leakage
state |1l1r0Sl0Sr〉 is uncorrectable for passive error cor-
rection using fixed operating parameters. Using a pulse-
reset technique with time-varying coupling optimized to
perform a target operation taking either qubit from |1〉
to |0〉+ |2〉, it has the potential to be used for correcting
|1l1r0Sl0Sr〉. This ability to induce transitions from a
leakage error state to an ordinary logical error state is a
key function if ever implementing small logical qubits in
digital error correction codes.
Further research will be needed to fully understand
other prevalent error channels for small logical qubit ar-
chitectures - especially those involving higher order states
in primary high coherence qubit devices - as well as lim-
itations of this pulse-reset technique. We would also like
to explore if this technique would provide any sort of ad-
vantage in gates for small logical qubits [31], an impor-
tant characterization for further implementation of these
qubits towards fault-tolerance.
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